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ALLOWING SHAKTI TO FLOW: Awakening to Freedom & Bliss 

FORGIVENESS BRINGS PEACE

PRACTICES TO BRING 
HAPPINESS & STABILITY 
IN AN UNSTABLE WORLD

WHAT IS MY UNIQUE 
PURPOSE AT THIS 
MOMENT IN TIME?

Healing Ourselves
and Our World

360 Degrees of 
Your Star Destiny
A Zodiac Oracle
Ellias Lonsdale
Astrologer Ellias Lonsdale explains how 
each of the 12 signs of the zodiac has 30 
degrees, and each degree, like every star, is 
the center of a whole system of meanings. 
He provides detailed write-ups for each of 
the 360 degrees of the zodiac and explains 
how to determine your degree.
$24.99 • Paperback • 416 pages 
12 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-64411-282-3

Crazy Wisdom 
of the Yogini
Teachings of the Kashmiri 
Mahamudra Tradition
Daniel Odier
In 1975, Daniel Odier met Lalita Devi, a 
Tantric yogini who took him on a mystical 
journey to transcend the ego, recognize 
the true self, and rediscover the Divine 
nature of absolute love. Offering vivid, 
experiential descriptions of the sessions 
with his master, Odier shares the essential 
principles and spiritual teachings she 
imparted.
$16.99 • Paperback • 160 pages 
ISBN  978-1-64411-208-3

New Books for the  
Mind, Body & Spirit Available at InnerTraditions.com and Wherever Books Are Sold

The Divine Feminine 
Tao Te Ching
A New Translation and 
Commentary
Rosemarie Anderson, Ph.D.
Translated from ancient manuscripts, 
Anderson's new interpretation restores the 
feminine essence of the Tao Te Ching. It 
includes commentary for each of the 81 
chapters that reveals the Tao as a feminine 
force, the Dark Womb of Creation, and the 
Immortal Void renewing life again and again 
in ordinary times and in times of crisis.
$16.99 • Paper with French flaps • 160 pages 
13 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-64411-246-5

Kriya Yoga for 
Self-Discovery 
Practices for Deep States 
of Meditation
Keith G. Lowenstein, M.D., 
with Andrea J. Lett, M.A.
Offering an accessible guide to Kriya 
yoga, Keith Lowenstein, M.D., explains the 
basic techniques of the practice step by 
step, detailing proper posture, breathwork 
exercises (pranayama), visualization 
practices, and mantra. He reveals how Kriya 
is a scientific art–if practiced consistently, 
it will allow you to quickly enter deep states 
of meditation.
$19.99 • Paperback • 288 pages 
55 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-64411-218-2

Yoga of Courage 
and Compassion
Conscious Breathing 
and Guided Meditation
William Yang
After witnessing hundreds of breakthroughs 
into radical presence and open-heartedness 
among his terminal cancer patients, yoga 
and meditation teacher William Yang 
developed a series of simple, practical, and 
profound conscious breathing, movement, 
and meditation exercises that help to bypass 
the ego-centered mind, open the heart, and 
live fearlessly in the present moment.
$14.99 • Paperback • 112 pages
46 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-64411-286-1

The Inner Work of Age
Shifting from Role to Soul
Connie Zweig, Ph.D.
Foreword by Harry R. Moody, Ph.D.
Offering a radical reimagining of age 
for all generations, psychotherapist 
and bestselling author Connie Zweig 
reveals how to use inner work to uncover 
and explore the unconscious denial 
and resistance that erupts around key 
thresholds of later life, attune to your soul’s 
longing, and emerge renewed as an Elder 
filled with vitality and purpose.
$19.99 • Paperback • 416 pages 
ISBN 978-1-64411-340-0

GANGA RIVER 
PILGRIMAGE 

A Photo Journey 
in India
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How do I know when to use willpower and when 
to let go?

S
upposing there is a road block called hatred. If 
you resist it or react to it you become hateful too. 
That is what you want to avoid. That emotion of 
hatred might come and punch you, which is why 
you need to quietly release it. In order to do this, 

you have to bring in love. You may say, “Thank you for 
this intense love.” This is about dualism, two opposites. 
You may love someone even if you perceive them as 
negative, but never be negative to a negative person. Dirt 
cannot clean dirt. Pass over or avoid the dirt. If you cannot 
do that, then try to clean it. Do not resist it. 

You have to practice this first. You have a laboratory 
within your mind. When you sit quietly in meditation, 
negative thoughts within your subconscious will spring 
up. Try to deal with your thoughts by various methods. 
One is the Vedantic aphorism, “Not this, not that.” If 
that does not work, bring in the vibrations of love. If 
you succeed in subsiding negativity or hatred in your 
mind, you will be able to do this in any outer situation. 
But if you deny that such thoughts are there, that is 
suppression. First deal with your mind before blaming 
those around you. If you have solved the disturbances 
in your mind, you have solved everything. Take an 
oath that you will never respond to hatred with hatred, 
hostility with hostility, negativity with negativity. This 
is the way of the holy. Take time to practice. It will 
release you and give you peace.

You once made the analogy between the movie 
screen and life. Do you carry that on to the 
planets, the galaxies and beyond?

This whole universe is a screen on which the 
creation is projected, but you have to enlarge your 

consciousness to see this. The mind is the projector 
and it has the capacity to project anything, without 
exception. This basic screen of Consciousness, or 
God, is so omnipotent that it is capable of anything 
and everything. That is why the immortal soul is 
omnipotent. You can project any number of images 
of any kind, but as you project or imagine, so it will 
become, and that will bring the corresponding reaction. 
If you are projecting snow, it will give you cold. If 
you are projecting fire, it will give you heat. If you are 
projecting red clay, it will give you that. But all this is 
first projected on the screen of consciousness or God, 
which is indescribable. The screen is just an analogy. 
What if the screen were limitless? You see it as a screen 
because of the borders. Once you make it limitless, it is 
all-pervading. That is the way all forms are projected. 
You might say, “This is just an image on a screen but we 
are solid three-dimensional beings. That is fictitious; 
this is real.” When you reach the fourth dimension 
you will easily see this whole creation as a projection. 
Thinking alone will not give you this vision. You have 
to grow into higher consciousness. 

Sometimes I have difficulty accepting my 
blocks. How can we see our blocks and take 
responsibility? 

Accepting responsibility is sometimes just 
intellectual. You have to feel it with your whole being. 
What if your mind or intellect accepts responsibility 
and your heart does not? Your heart and your mind 
have to accept as an integrated whole. That is real 
acceptance of responsibility. For example, when you 
are among family or friends and you try to defend 
yourself in an untruth but are caught, don’t you 
sometimes feel as if your whole being is accepting 
it? That will automatically make you humble. But 
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as an accident: it is well planned according to the law 
of karma. 

Does karma include so-called coincidence?

Coincidence is also a manifestation of cause and 
e� ect, action and reaction. Actually, all experiences 
are actions or reactions. You are doing karma in order 
to experience, and you are experiencing through 
your karma. Both are interlinked and the same. All 
experiences are either pleasant or painful, though 
you may call them by a thousand names. When you 
are in pain you want pleasure, and when you are in 
pleasure you want it to continue, then pain follows. 
That is how the whole sequence of karma goes on. 
Because there is an infi nite variety of experiences, you 
want to experience more and more, but you are simply 
experiencing two things: pleasure or pain. Without 
pain there is no pleasure, and without pleasure there 
is no pain. We want to separate the two and just have 
pleasure, but that is impossible. When you become wise 
enough to realize this, you will transcend the desire 
for experiences. That is called dispassion. There is 
something beyond pain and pleasure and that is bliss. 
Bliss is not relative. Why? You cannot derive bliss as long 
as your ego exists. When ego merges into the Divine, 
relativity is over. Then only will you come to bliss. 

© 2021 by Truth Consciousness. Excerpted from the Satsangs: On 
Humility, Facing Our Blocks, and Rehearsal in the Mind. For further 
information on the audio Satsangs and Retreats of Swami Amar Jyoti, 
please visit truthconsciousness.org.

when you accept something egotistically, “I know I’m 
wrong!” you are being a brat. The way is through you 
and you have to fi nd it. You have to meditate and feel 
that healing love in your whole being. That is why 
Jesus said, “Love thy God with all thy heart and soul, 
mind and might.” This changes your whole being. 
So, when you take responsibility for your wrongs or 
blocks, see that your whole being feels and accepts it. 
That will be honest. 

Swamiji, is there such a thing as an accident? If 
someone is hit by a car or something like that, 
what does that mean?

To me there is no such thing as an accident. We 
simply do not know why or how what we call 
an accident happened. It occurs so abruptly and 
unknowingly that we call it an accident, but there is a 
very perfect science behind it. It is a manifestation of 
karma: cause and e� ect. Some previous karma caused 
that situation at that exact moment in space and time. 
The person or persons involved did something in this 
life or previous lives or even births, and that karma 
remains pending to produce the result. At a certain time 
and place those vibrations converge and drive all the 
forces together to create what we call an accident. It is 
subconsciously done. What we call an accident could 
be avoided if we have higher power, but that is very 
rare. Sometimes in such situations terrible injuries 
happen and people survive, and other times someone 
dies even with a lesser injury. So, there is no such thing W
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First deal with your mind 

before blaming those 

around you. If you have 

solved the disturbances 

in your mind, you have 

solved everything.
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